Survival books are essential fountains that you can tap into for a variety of useful outdoor knowledge. Some are more heavily focused on tips and tricks for building fire, making shelter, and finding food. Others cover everything you need to know about wilderness medicine. Survival can also be in books where society has crumbled or deteriorated and people must survive the changed world in isolated groups.

New Releases Tagged “Survival”. Most Read This Week. Books you can learn from, and live by. The problem is that there are a ton of books about survival but lots of them are, well, junk. Humans have been surviving for thousands of years and I would say if anything, the classic theories have been proven effective and will always be the basis for modern concepts. Mykel Hawke’s Green Beret Survival Manual: Essential Strategies. Author: Mykel Hawke Published: 10/2/2012 Pages: 640.